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Al~tract--The concepts of stochastic functional and control heuristics for guided learning by discovery 
are introduced. A framework for related knowledge acquisition techniques i  presented in reference to an 
intelligent DNA repair system in a living cell. Novel features and importance of the associated intelligent 
program are highlighted along with its applications. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Intelligent systems have shown widespread applications in recent years. One of the central issues 
in building such systems involves learning--the modification of behaviour through the acquisition 
of knowledge. One long range solution for inserting more and more knowledge into the machine 
is for the program to learn via discovery [1]. Expanding research work in this direction has shown 
the importance of "nonrandom generate and test" techniques. 
We present a guided control mechanism over such techniques of automatic knowledge 
acquisition as applied in our intelligent system for DNA repair. 
DNA repair mechanism plays a vital role in the maintenance of genetic identity, survival and 
normal functions of living cells. Many features associated with this mechanism are still in the dark. 
One can speak of DNA repair [2--4] in terms of a number of distinct linear pathways that can help 
an organism recover from the introduction of lesion into its DNA. There are often several choices 
for how a given lesion or repair intermediate can be processed. Thus a representation of the 
possibilities for repairing a DNA damage can generate a branching tree of considerable complexity. 
Branches can arise if a cell contains enzymes with different activities that are capable of processing 
the same lesion or repair intermediate, thereby giving pathways differing in the logic of their repair 
of the damage. Branches can also rise if a cell contains more than one enzyme that is capable of 
carrying out the same operation on a damaged segment of DNA, thereby giving different pathways 
that use the same logic to affect the repair. The possibility of genetic ontrol of repair enzymes 
activation adds to these complexities. 
The optimal utilization of biochemical energy at cellular level for an efficient DNA repair 
mechanism under complicated and randomly varying environmental situations seems to be 
performed by an intelligent biochemical information processing machinery of the cell. Considering 
"learning by discovery" (via intelligent updating of the DNA program) as the best model of DNA 
repair we have developed a system called DNAREP. 
2. PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY 
The structure and "plan and execute" approach of DNAREP involves the following steps: 
• Compilation of current knowledge about DNA repair as obtained from bio- 
chemical research areas and associated fields of cellular and molecular biology. 
Representation of relevant pieces of knowledge under production rules and 
frame-like structures. 
• Formation of stochastic and variable and fixed functional heuristics to govern 
biochemical laws, model reactions, molecular interactions, etc., known (or likely) 
to be involved in the repair of DNA damages. 
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• Inclusion of the rules (control heuristics) accounting for the evolution under 
controlled random (i.e. stochastic) variations of functional heuristics according to 
"learning by discovery". 
• Formulation of general heuristics for setting up of---(i) tasks to be performed by 
the agenda mechanism on fixed and variable control heuristics (CH) and (ii) 
strategies for the interactions of CH with the functional heuristics and the 
knowledge base within the framework of the task assigned by the agenda 
mechanism. 
• Search for heuristics governing optimal (in terms of the interpretations of the 
discovered knowledge) control under different situations. 
• Search for paths (by connecting the stochastic variations in functional heuristics 
for example) leading to random variations in the CHs. 
• Identification of explicitly relevant discoveries and interpretation of the mecha- 
nisms associated with the implicit knowledge about some important aspects of 
DNA repair. 
The (general) structure of the DNAREP program is shown in Fig. I. 
The working languages of DNAREP are LISP and PROLOG. The initial knowledge base (KB) 
of this program consisted of about 25 concepts falling into the distinct categories of DNA damages, 
damage causing agents, repair enzymes and repair processes/types. 
KB: Initial concepts, 
general guiding rules 
def'mition of worth, 
importance, xamples 
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Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the DNAREP program structure. 
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2. I. Organization of KB 
The concepts are represented under frame-like structures having slots to identify (i) the 
characteristics (defining physicochemical properties, molecular structures, etc.) of the concept, (ii) 
the functions (well accepted by experimentalists or hypotheses under investigation i  the field of 
DNA repair) of the concept, (iii) one or two examples of the functions of the concept; worth and 
importance of these functions and (iv) worth and history of the concept (of. Fig. 2). 
The basic concepts of gene, genetic bases, replication, transcription, translation and DNA 
strands, etc. are at present stored as fixed codes/data in the KB of DNAREP. Mere identifications 
of these codes suffice the present need of the program. 
Looking at the modularity of "condition-action" type rules for having dynamic working 
memory, most of the functional heuristics represent knowledge/information (from the relevant 
research findings) in the form of - - I f . . ,  and Then [ . . .  ( i f . . .  and. . ,  then)...  Else...  ] types rules. 
Associated with each concept, the functional and general heuristics are made entirely self 
contained to facilitate search for "examples". Examples of functions of concepts are searched 
initially by pattern matching, using existing knowledge in the KB and the functional heuristics and 
by generating newer rules with the help of interactions of functional and control heuristics. An 
extremely good/bad example of a function is assigned a high + ve/ -ve  worth. Otherwise, a scaled 
(+ ve or -ve)  factor is assigned to a nonextreme example depending on the number of examples 
already discovered for the associated function and the importance of this function. For example: 
• An enzyme repairing all types of damages, or been essential for many types of 
repair-actions, i  considered as a good extreme xample of the associated functions 
of "repair enzyme" type concept (for instance, glycosylase I is a very good example 
for the repair-activities of the class of glycosylases). 
• Similarly, an enzyme which either does not repair or prevents the forward repair 
reactions is a bad extreme example of the associated class of concept's func- 
tions . . . .  
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Initial importance (ascalar between 0and 1) of a function is assigned in terms of its biochemical 
significance (e.g. each function of a carcinogen will have higher importance than that of a lower 
mutagen causing mild base pair mutations). 
The nonmatching (with respect o the existing functions or concepts) generated rules give rise 
either to a new function of an existing concept or that of a new concept i self. The associated new 
concept is stored under a known or new category by pattern matching with the characteristics slots. 
2.2. Illustrative examples for generation of new rules 
Existing functional heuristics of the type f :  A --,B, and g : B--, C, would allow (under the control 
of the CH accounting for conjugation of evaluation functions or production rules) the discovery 
of a new rule--h: (f,g): A--*C; this "h" may have newer biochemical interpretation. 
Similarly, from the existing rules f: (A + B)--, C and f: D--*E, the program discovers new rules 
like f: ((A + B). D)--*C. E where "(A + B). D" and "C.  E" have altogether different (as 
compared to A, B, C, D or E) biochemical interpretations. 
Soon after completing the search for examples of the functions of the existing concepts and 
updating their slots correspondingly, the agenda mechanism (AM) triggers the CHs to work upon 
the new concepts on first served basis. 
The stochastic variation of functional and/or control heuristics is performed to me.tch the 
reasoning of an experimentalist who changes/modifies hi  approach with the help of the findings 
of early experiments and plans for newer experiments accordingly. Some of the CH (variable or 
fixed/firm) are designed to: (it search for necessary and sufficient conditions and then modify the 
existing rules or discover new rules accordingly; (ii) implement the laws of associativity, transitivity, 
conjugation, etc. on appropriate sets of functional heuristics (FH) to generate new rules. For an 
illustration consider the following variable FH (VFH): 
Discovered oridentified with the 
help of CH allowing the search of 
necessary and sufficient conditions. 
~ VFH 
VFH 
I: If ATPase reaction with membrane protein i  the 
presence ofMg 2+ (in sufficient amount) hen re- 
lease of Na 2+. 
2: More Na 2+ (say, Na ~+ > 10%) is essential for 
formation of dimers due to UV radiation. 
Now with the help of a CH, say, 
VCH--If C is essential for the rule "f: A nC--,B" then "f: A n(not C)~not B". 
automatically one new rule would look like (upon searching that no other rule allows the 
production of Na 2+) the following 
VFH (new)--If UV radiations and (less or nil of ATPase reaction and/or less of 
Mg ~+ during ATPase reaction... ) then no formation of dimer. 
Obviously, any change in variable functional and/or control heuristics and addition of new FH 
would affect the then discovered rules/functions/concepts and hence make a major change in 
existing knowledge in the KB about all associated concepts and their properties/slots. A  it happens 
with any creative xperimental research that some of the well accepted empirical results turn out 
to be baseless upon further investigations, sowould be the case with the "learning by discovery" 
technique adopted by DNAREP initially if we do not bring the (guided) modifications in terms 
of biochemical significance, because, many of the discovered concepts and concept-functions may 
not have proper support from the existing results in biochemistry and molecular and cellular 
biology. 
2.3. Direction of variation in VFH and VCH 
Based upon the biological interpretation of the acquired knowledge or modifications made 
during each complete run (a complete run is recognized by the stationarity of the worth--slot of 
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each existing concept upon completion of the tasks under several cycles of the AM), the optimality 
of variation in the CH and hence in the FHs is decided. 
For example, consider the VCH, say, 
VCH I--Reverse the effect of the FH named VFH I, 
and let, 
VFH I-- If  radiations on XP cells then lethal effects. 
The effect of this variation (which would imply "no lethal effect of dimer formation due to 
radiations in XP cells") would certainly be misleading in terms of biochemical and biological 
interpretations where the feed back would be to attempt stopping the use of VCH I. 
This approach of directed modifications and consistent random/stochastic variations used in 
DNAREP has also allowed the construction of KB containing what the program should "know" 
rather than just what it should do at random. This on the one hand, allows the system to make 
multiple different uses of the knowledge, facilitates faster acquisition of relevant knowledge, and 
on the other hand, throws light upon the analogous performance ofthe "DNA program" in a living 
cell, which seems to work mainly by storing the knowledge about "what more to know" (in the 
KB of the DNA program) rather than just the information about "what more to do to know more". 
Similarly the conversion of a stochastically variable functional heuristic into a firm or 0th order 
heuristic or vice-versa nd the stochastic variations are allowed to reach "optimality" in terms of 
the biochemical significance of the associated concept(s)/function(s)/rule(s) in DNAREP. 
3. STOCHASTIC HEURISTICS (SH) 
The concept of SH deals with the discovery of new knowledge with the help of heuristics that 
could be changed stochastically (the random variation in such heuristics may be governed 
consistently to cope-up with the reasoning of the experimentalists, for instance). The use of SH 
in DNAREP had an effect equivalent to that of the discoveries made through planned experimen- 
tation. By harnessing the speed of a computer coupled with an intelligent system (IS) that uses SH 
we have circumvented several problems faced by experimental ressearchers. An involved field, with 
paucity of data, difficult o be studied experimentally due to the limitations in setting an appropriate 
experiment at reasonable cost and the improbability of observing some hidden facts (e.g. 
intracellular processes in DNA repair), perhaps has been largely successful in exposing the utility 
of SH. 
In SH we draw upon the fact that for any given task there can be/there are more than one 
heuristic that is applicable. When in the process of "discovery" one has no knowledge about the 
final result, it is almost always not possible to expand the inquiry process in a particular direction. 
With the help of SH a stochastically governed search for newer knowledge in several directions 
can be initiated. The heuristics that change from time to time are governed and implemented with 
the help of a set of CH and there exists a provision for the dynamic hange of some of the CH 
through programmer's interference too. 
The 0th order theory of heuristics would obviously be modified in reference to SH as: 
"appropriateness (action, situation) would be a continuous or a discrete random function according 
to whether or not an action A is potentially applicable to a situation S before and after stochastic 
variation in either A or S". 
We grossly use two parameters as a measure of the "utility" of a SH: worth and importance. 
While "worth" establishes the strength or belief, of the heuristic it is also indicative of its generality. 
Importance is based on some empirical knowledge and the belief of the heurisic judged on its 
significance in the real world. The empirical knowledge is used to assign an initial importance, 
which is then appropriately modified with the help of "belief" of that heuristic. Worth of a heuristic 
is an inherent property of a heuristic on the one hand and is independent of the environment. On 
the other hand, since it is also indicative of the generality, it exhibits context dependence. For 
example, if we are making a study of cells in general then a statement like "if a cell C then B", 
can assume high "worth" while a statement such as "if mouse liver cells C then B", due to its 
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specialization, may not gather many examples and hence would assume low worth. If in case we 
were making a study of mouse liver cells in detail then the KB would be appropriately equipped 
to provide a high worth to the latter statement. 
Importance as opposed to worth is largely dependent on the subject which is under experimen- 
tation. This has a connotation of relevance. A heuristic which could have high worth in 
mathematics will have zero importance if included in the KB of an experiment in DNA repair. 
Theoretical details on the concept of SH are presented in Ref. [5]. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
DNAREP is an intelligent system, contributing: (i) to the conceptual research on automatic 
knowledge acquisition (namely, towards "guided learning by discovery") and (ii) to the field of 
DNA repair by performing theoretical experiments to: (a) confirm/reject existing empirical 
hypotheses; (b) justify further experimental research in particular direction and (c) throw light on 
some newer aspects of related biochemical fields. 
The program is presently implemented on initial concepts of five repair enzymes (lygase-type) 
and four major chemical mutagens (data from Refs [3, 6]). Our experiments with changes in control 
and stochastic heuristics of the type VCH 1, VFH 1 above have shown interesting results in terms 
of the update of property slots of various enzymes with respect to different kinds of changes. Some 
novel (yet unconfirmed) features are also observed in relation with damaging effects of various 
mutagens of some XP cell populations via stochastic variations in guiding rules (functional 
heuristics of damage and repair). These results on the one hand provide predictive and explanatory 
computer analysis of experimental data and on the other, they offer insight and direction for future 
research to understand (via back interpretation ofVCH and VFHs which lead to abnormal update 
of the KB) the mechanism of DNA repair in cancerous cells vis-fz-vis that in normal cells. 
Development of new domains of knowledge and discovery of newer heuristics by using CH and 
adopting analogy between "learning by discovery" and experimentation along with inclusion of 
SH, are major features which distinguish our approach (in DNAREP) from that used in earlier 
learning/knowledge based systems (e.g. Refs. [2, 3, 7]). Our search for newer knowledge in 
DNAREP is more flexible by the incorporation of SH and it is optimally controlled with the help 
of variable and firm CHs. 
Associated with the slot of worth of a concept we have considered the notion of the importance 
of its functions evaluated in terms of their biochemical significance. This makes the updating of 
the worth slot more reasonable in relation to the applicability of the program to the domain of 
interest viz. DNA repair. 
The majority of the existing intelligent systems have knowledge from experts but have no 
fundamental theory to fall back on when no rules apply. Their rule base (e.g. in Refs [7-9]) captures 
knowledge as a large collection of specific situations but provides no means for reasoning that the 
current situation is not different from but very close to the one specified in a rule. The inclusion 
of "may be" type rules and SH along with flexibility in use of VCHs has allowed our program 
to overcome this difficulty up to some extent. Further, with the use of frame-like structures to 
represent a concept, the evaluation of worth of some slots is done with the help of proper 
interaction with other relevant slots. For instance, search for examples of rules like concept-func- 
tions is not completed only by matching the condition-action parts but is also tested over the 
equivalence of defining characteristics of the corresponding concept(s). Consider the following 
typical rule (for illustration): 
"If repair of a damage by excision near AP site then damage of the type AP site 
alkynation... ". 
If this rule is matched according to usual (MYCIN type [7]) techniques then comparison with basic 
functions of damage causing agents (like radiation or mutagens) would show "excision repair 
near. . .  " also to be an example of the existing concepts of radiations/mutagens. To avoid such 
ambiguities, DNAREP uses a validity cheek with respect o fundamental characteristics/define 
characteristics' slot to complete the matching under the direction of the assigned CHs. 
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As it has been indicated in earlier sections, the use of (optimal/guided) variation in CH gives 
a direction to learning and allows the program to generate what it should rather than uncontrolled 
random generate and test type learning. 
Fixed FHs in DNAREP would have worked just as "plausible move generators" like the AM 
program of Ref. [1], had all the CHs applicable to them been of fixed nature too. Due to the 
variation (directed within the control oop of the AM according to the feed back from earlier runs 
and some general rules of modifications...  ) in the CHs fixed functional heuristics also work as 
"experimental nd stochastic move generators" in accordance with the needs of the program. Not 
only the KB but the inference ngine (IE) has also been made powerful by evolution of CHs and 
FHs. Thus, we have tried to attack on the bottle neck of automatic knowledge acquisition by 
performing directional (in relation to DNA repair theory) and constructive stochastic variations 
in functional heuristics rather than simple random evolution in DNA program analogue (e.g. in 
EURISKO as reported in Ref. [1] where, simple random evolution is incorporated). For example, 
an FH is not changed just because it has not been used very often but also due to the low worth 
of the concepts to which it might have been applied very frequently . . . .  Rating of tasks in the AM 
is also done in such a way so as to give due preference to the "optimal" way of newer knowledge. 
Also, here, the CHs attempt o optimize the "freedom from targets" in order to lead to really 
meaningful discoveries/conjectures in relation to DNA repair. 
Instead of maintaining the same knowledge simultaneously in multiple representations we 
attempt o allow for the use of same knowledge under multiple controls to different situations 
simultaneously. 
The formulation of "cost effectiveness" in modifying the heuristics and the selection of plausible 
heuristics in DNAREP is done to accommodate the relevance with the we!l-defined controlled 
process of DNA repair in normal cells and also to provide the flexibility for an unseen behaviour 
in cancerous cells. For instance, some of the implausible functional heuristics related to acceptable 
mutations in normal cells which may become plausible in relation to transformed cells are given 
due "worth". Probabilistic analysis of stochastic variation in heuristics and determination and 
optimization of "cost" and "worth" functions in this context would be an interesting problem for 
theoretical domains of computers and mathematics and of biosystems analysis. 
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